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The survival of all living things depends on water, and 

without proper stewardship our future is threatened.  

The same can be said about food. As we move further 

into the 21st Century, the philanthropic community  

needs to grapple with a crucial question: how will we act  

to protect and enhance healthy food and farming while 

meeting the challenges of our economic, social, and 

environmental systems?

This seems to be a moment in time when the word  

big—even huge—defines so much. Each of the diffuse, 

multi-layered, and highly complex systems issues facing 

agriculture and food is big and demands we enter into 

cross-sectoral collaborations and conversations with 

policymakers, corporations, farmers, citizens, cities and 

states, many with whom we may ardently disagree. 

Creativity and honesty will be essential as we come to 

terms with the fact that creating resilient systems will 

require us to work together.

The Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems Funders 

(SAFSF) believe big issues reveal even bigger opportunities. 

We are grateful you have taken the time to be with us 

here this week at the mighty Mississippi River’s edge for 

our 9th Annual Forum in Minneapolis, June 21-24, 2011.  

We look forward to learning with you.

We thank you in advance for sharing your creativity and 

best thinking with us.

Virginia Clarke

Coordinator, SAFSF



	 7:00	–	8:30am	 Breakfast	availaBle	

	8:30	–	11:30am	 Pre-forum	workshoPs	(at	the	DePot	hotel)	

funding	food	systems	101	
Are you interested in funding local food programs but aren’t sure where to 

start?  Do you have some basic experience funding food or community garden 

programs but would like to develop a more holistic and strategic approach?   

Are you looking for a funding strategy that will open up multiple program  

and partnership opportunities? If you answered yes or even thought about 

answering yes to any of these questions, the SAFSF Funding Food Systems 

101 pre-forum workshop is for you!

This pre-forum workshop will provide a broad introduction to food systems 

funding for funders new to this program area or wishing to broaden the  

impact of their early efforts. We will discuss the whys, whats, hows, and whos  

of food systems to help you design an approach that works best for you, your 

community, and your grantee partners. You will hear from funders who have 

been around the block; learn about building coalitions and partnerships; and  

have a chance to discuss your ideas and projects. By the end you’ll have a 

better understanding of food systems funding and the resources and 

assistance that is available to you through SAFSF and its partners. Please  

join us for this informative and interactive workshop aimed at getting you  

off to a quick and successful start in food system funding!

facilitators

erin	caudell,	outreach program coordinator, Ruth Mott Foundation, Flint, MI
Diana	Donlon,	program consultant, William Zimmerman Foundation, San 
Anselmo, CA
Jeff	mansour,	senior program officer for community vitality, The Harvest 
Foundation, Martinsville, VA

communications	for	action:	framing,	strategy,	and	mobilization	
This highly interactive workshop is designed to help us all better articulate the 

many issues we deal with in simple, values-based perspectives or frames, that are 

applicable across issues and circumstances; to increase the power and clarity of 

our language; and help our grantees and allies be more strategic with their own 

communications, including effective use of social media. The discussion of how  

to frame issues will be informed by attitudinal research, including research 

conducted by ActionMedia in 2010 for William Penn Foundation and Delaware 

Valley Regional Planning Association. The discussion will be guided by the collective 

wisdom and experience of the participants: what are the key communications 

challenges and opportunities, and how can we make the most of them? 

In the second half of the workshop, we’ll turn to strategy: how can we as leaders 

in the field influence the communications, and actions, of others? In strategizing 

about the intersection of our national, regional and local objectives, we will focus 

on the opportunities presented by online mobilization. Dave Murphy of Food 

Democracy Now!, will share the insights and implications of the success of that 

grass-roots effort.

facilitators

Dick	Brooks,	co-founder, ActionMedia, Minneapolis, MN
michael	Goldberg,	co-founder, ActionMedia, Minneapolis, MN 
Dave	murphy,	founder and executive director, Food Democracy Now!, Clear Lake, IA
ted	Quaday,	food systems communication strategist, Santa Cruz, CA
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Growing	the	food	movement:	mapping	and	strategy	for	
transformational	change	in	the	food	system	
A successful movement needs the diverse resources, strengths, knowledge, and 

passion of each of us—each of us has a role to play in dismantling the power 

structures that uphold the current food system, and building a transformative 

food movement that upholds equity and ecology as inseparable and essential 

pillars of real change. 

Understanding the parts and the consequences of the current system—in 

essence, seeing the whole elephant—can help free us from its dangerous 

consequences. Movement Strategy Center, a national leader in alliance-building 

and movement-building theory, recently completed an initial mapping of the food 

movement. Mapping the movement is a tool for us to see the whole food system 

and the food movement—and the role that each of us plays. This view provides 

the groundwork for us to develop strategy for long-term systemic change.

facilitator

Navina	khanna, associate, Movement Strategies Center, Oakland, CA
marianne	manilov,	director, The Engage Network, Oakland, CA

	 11:30	-	1:30pm	 oPeNiNG	luNch—PleNary	(at	the	DePot	hotel,	the	Great	hall)	

	 12:15pm	 	learNiNG	from	the	Place—locatiNG	ourselves		

iN	the	uPPer	miDwest	

virginia	clarke,	coordinator, SAFSF, Santa Barbara, CA

moDerator

ron	kroese,	environment program director, The McKnight Foundation,  
Minneapolis, MN 

sPeakers

mayor	r.	t.	rybak,	Minneapolis, MN
mona	smith,	Sisseton-Wahpeton Dakota, is a media artist, educator and the 
owner of Allies: media/art, Minneapolis, MN
Paula	westmoreland,	founder, Ecological Gardens, co-author, This Perennial 
Land: Third Crops, Blue Earth and the Road to a Restorative Agriculture, 
Minneapolis, MN 

Minnesota provides a colorful and diverse landscape for SAFSF’s community  

of philanthropic leaders seeking to understand the diffuse, multi-layered, and 

highly complex systems issues facing agriculture and food systems. Our opening 

plenary speakers—visionaries from across the Twin Cities—will share lessons 

from their work as they engage neighbors and friends in creative, dynamic,  

and forward thinking ways to create resilient and just systems for all.

Media artist and educator Mona Smith, Sisseton-Wahpeton Dakota, will share 

with us the Bdote Memory Map, an online resource created in recognition of 

Minnesota as an Indigenous place. Indigenous food knowledge plays an 

important—and too-often overlooked—role in the current food system 

discussions.  Paula Westmoreland, founder, Ecological Gardens, and co-author  

of This Perennial Land will share from her three-year sojourn across the greater 

Blue Earth River basin—an iconic Midwest watershed—to tell the stories of the 

farmers, scientists, recreationists, conservationists, policymakers, and field level 

state and federal agency staff who are working the land with nature in mind.

We’ll learn too about the incredible work going on within the urban centers  

from Mayor R.T. Rybak in Minneapolis and Mayor Chris Coleman in St. Paul.  

Both cities have launched ambitious initiatives working to bring together key 
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partners from local government, area businesses, community organizations, 

non-profits, and residents to build a healthy, local food system. Two such 

examples are Homegrown Minneapolis, a joint initiative of the Mayor’s Office  

and the Minneapolis Department of Health and Family Support, and the newly 

formed St. Paul - Ramsey County Food and Nutrition Commission. 

This session is guaranteed to launch our Forum in unexpected and exciting  

ways and will, we trust, set the context for rich and provocative conversations 

throughout the four days we have together in Minnesota.

	 1:30	–	1:45pm 	 Break	

	 1:45pm	 Buses	BoarDiNG	for	site	visits	

	 2:00	–	5:00pm		 	GettiNG	out,	GettiNG	real	–	local	site	visits		

(buses	will	return	to	hotel	by	5pm)	

Today’s site visits are designed to help us learn from the incredible network of 

dedicated individuals and organizations working in and around the Twin Cities. 

tour	1
worlDs	away	riGht	Next	Door
ST. PAuL

leaD

vayong	moua,	senior policy consultant, Center for Prevention, Blue Cross  
Blue Shield of Minnesota, Eagan, MN

The first stop on this tour will be at the hmongtown	marketplace, which has 

become a vital community gathering and shopping place for the many Hmong 

Americans living in the Twin Cities. With hundreds of independently owned 

shops and a farmers’ market, there is lots to smell, taste, and see. Then we’ll walk 

next door to visit J&J	Distributors, a certified organic local distributor serving  

everything from conventional grocers to co-ops and institutions. They do a 

whole lot more than just distribute, they are also a processor, ripener, repacker, 

and soon to be grower. 

this	tour	will	Not	return	to	the	hotel	prior	to	the	dinner	river	cruise.	

Note:	long	pants	and	closed	toe	shoes	required	for	this	tour.	Jacket	

suggested,	it	will	be	cold	at	J&J	Distributors.

tour	2
miDtowN	GloBal	market	aND		
mercaDo	ceNtral,	NeiGhBorhooD	
DeveloPmeNt	ceNter
SOuTH MINNEAPOLIS

leaD	

valerie	lee,	program officer, The Minneapolis Foundation, Minneapolis, MN

Learn how these two markets have helped create community by bringing 

multiple partners together and focusing on a wide range of issues from health  

to economic development and entrepreneurship to food access. The stops 

include mercado	central and midtown	Global	market.
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tour	3
NourishiNG	NeiGhBorhooDs
NORTH MINNEAPOLIS

leaD

sarah	hernandez,	region and community program officer, The McKnight 
Foundation, Minneapolis, MN 

Both neighborhoods highlighted on this tour—along with the great North 

Minneapolis region—were hit hard by the May 22nd tornado, which left 

hundreds homeless and/or without electricity, heat, or water and caused  

over $166 million in damages. These neighborhoods have been and will 

continue to work with their communities to improve the food system. the	

harrison	Neighborhood	has been confronting the damage of racism head-on 

by working with the People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond, which has 

helped lead them to opening a co-op and greatly expanding their community 

gardens. Just a few miles away, in the mckinley	Neighborhood	we’ll learn 

why ‘pocket farms’ work and how those farms are supplying produce for their 

new and successful community CSA. The success of the CSA has lead to a 

new packing and storage facility, where a local youth group is building cargo 

bikes as the main form of transportation for harvest aggregation. 

tour	4
oPeN	arms	
SOuTH MINNEAPOLIS

leaD

kathleen	fluegel,	executive director, HRK Foundation, Minneapolis, MN

It’s a simple notion—people confronting critical illness should not be without one  

of life’s basic necessities: food. But it happens every day. open	arms	prepares and 

delivers free meals specifically tailored to meet the nutrition needs of individuals 

living with serious and life-threatening diseases. And they don’t just serve the 

person who is ill—they deliver meals to anyone in a household affected by disease, 

including caregivers and dependent children. On this tour you’ll experience what it 

is like to be one of the over 1,500 volunteers helping prepare and deliver meals 

seven days a week.

	 5:00	-	5:30pm	 Break	

	 5:30pm		 Buses	loaD	aND	DePart	for	st.	Paul	harBor	

	 6:00	-	9:00pm 	 summer	solstice	DiNNer	cruise	oN	the	mississiPPi	river	

We will be joined by senior staff from the National 

Park Service and other Mississippi River experts. 

Come prepared for a great evening with lots  

of opportunities to learn about this mighty river. 
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	7:00	–	8:00am	 Breakfast	availaBle	

	 8:00	-	9:00am		 Policy	BriefiNG	

moDerator

scott	cullen,	executive director, GRACE Communications Foundation, New York, NY

Get up to speed on farm policies impacting sustainable agriculture and food 

systems. Policy and organizing experts, Mark Schultz from Minnesota-based  

Land Stewardship Project and Pat Sweeney from Montana-based Western 

Organization of Resource Councils, will provide up-to-date insights on making 

policy change happen, and what funders can do to make a difference.

9:00	-	10:30am 	 	PleNary:	aGriculture	aND	water—imPlicatioNs	for		

Growth	aND	resilieNce

The nexus of agriculture and water is a key issue for farmers and policy makers 

throughout the world. Globally, over 70% of freshwater diverted for human uses 

goes to agriculture. In the U.S. the Mississippi River and “dead zone” in the Gulf  

of Mexico provide an illustrative example of the long-term negative effects of 

intensive agriculture production on water quality. These present challenges are 

further complicated by a growing population, changing diets, and an increasingly 

unstable climate. 

But while agriculture is a central user and polluter of water, there are examples  

of agro-ecological practices and policies that can be essential water restoration 

strategies. This panel will explore the linkages between agriculture, water, and  

the environment, with perspectives from the regional and global levels, and 

highlighting innovative models of ways forward.

moDerator

aimee	witteman,	environment program officer, The McKnight Foundation, 
Minneapolis, MN

sPeakers

moira	mcDonald,	program officer in Freshwater Conservation, Walton Family 
Foundation, Washington, DC 
Danielle	Nierenburg, project director of 2011 State of the World report, 
Worldwatch Institute, Washington, DC 

10:30	-	10:45am		 Break	

	10:45	-12:00pm	 	PleNary:	BroaDeNiNG	the	liNks	BetweeN	aGriculture		

aND	health	

The people who provide fresh food to our plates represent an industry 

recognized worldwide as one of the most hazardous of all occupations: 

agriculture. In spite of the increasing awareness of health impacts of diet 

such as obesity and diabetes, little attention is paid to the adverse conditions 

faced by agricultural communities. This plenary will provide you with an 

overview of agricultural workers’ health outcomes related to occupational, 

environmental and individual risk factors influenced by sector and policy.  

The overall goal is to deepen our collective understanding of the hazards and 

issues faced by the people who cultivate, process, and prepare for delivery  

the food that feeds our families.

moDerator

Bob	shull,	program officer, workers’ rights, Public Welfare Foundation, Washington, DC

sPeaker

martha	soledad	vela	acosta,	program officer, The Kresge Foundation, Troy, MI
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	12:00	-	12:15pm	 Break

	 12:15	-	1:30pm	 luNch	

study	Groups	will	host	a	table	at	lunch	—	join	one!	

fiNaNce/iNvestmeNt		taryn	Goodman	RSF Social Finance (Lead) 
Policy	scott	cullen	GRACE Communications Foundation (Lead) 
urBaN	aG	Greg	horner	Cedar Tree Foundation (Lead) 
ecoNomic	DeveloPmeNt	tim	crosby	Carolyn Foundation (Lead) 
water	aimee	witteman	The McKnight Foundation (Lead) 

	 1:30	-	1:45pm	 safsf	BusiNess	meetiNG	

	 1:45	-	2:15pm		 Break	

	 2:15	-	3:45pm	 coNcurreNt	workshoPs	

food	hubs:	rebuilding	regional	food	economies
Food hubs, or regional food aggregation and coordination facilities, offer  

great promise for systemic social and environmental change. There is a 

growing interest in food hubs as a route to alleviating food deserts, increasing 

small farm viability, establishing much needed infrastructure, providing fresh 

and low-carbon footprint food to all communities, and revitalizing local 

economies. But the food system is extremely complicated; social and economic 

goals can seem at odds, and the variety of food hubs springing up may seem 

dizzying. This workshop aims to be a crash course on food hubs that provides  

a clear illustration of the variety of models that exist, the outcomes they offer 

and a thought-provoking analysis of the key bottlenecks and leverage points for 

effective investment. In addition to hearing from three carefully-selected food 

hub managers whose operations capture a broad range of current initiatives, 

the draft results of a comprehensive food hub study will provide  

a solid foundation to the interactive discussion.

moDerator

scott	cullen,	executive director, GRACE Communications Foundation, New York, NY 

sPeakers

James	Barham,	agricultural marketing specialist, uSDA Agriculture Marketing 
Service, Washington, DC 
Dan	carmody,	president, Eastern Market, Detroit, MI 
kate	collier,	director, Local Food Hub, Charlottesville, VA 

John	fisk,	director, Wallace Center for Sustainable Agriculture, Arlington, VA  

	Promoting	sustainable	agriculture	through	state	Policy	change
State policy solutions are an essential component of promoting sustainable 

agriculture. The federal Farm Bill is obviously important, but we cannot forget the 

opportunities available at the state level. State agencies can help expand markets 

for sustainably grown food, help farmers transition toward sustainable farming 

practices, and prohibit the worst practices of mainstream agricultural operations. 

Campaigns for state policy solutions can effectively tap the boom of civic action 

from the local food movement. People want to be involved locally. Many people 

have no trust that the power brokers in Washington, DC, will fix our problems. 

We need to give them an inspiring avenue for participation.
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This workshop will include case studies of state campaigns and discuss the 

backgrounds and motivations of the various players. Who are the state Farm 

Bureaus? How effective are the alliances of sustainable farmers? What sort of 

strategic coalition building can improve our successes?

moDerator

Pat	stuntz,	program officer, Keith Campbell Foundation for the Environment, 
Annapolis, MD 

sPeakers

Brad	heavner,	senior policy advisor, Environment America Research & Policy 
Center, Baltimore, MD
David	masur, Director, PennEnvironment Research & Policy Center, Philadelphia, PA
tony	Dutzik,	senior researcher, Frontier Group, Boston, MA

the	Next	Generation	of	Philanthropy
What will the next generation of philanthropy look like? How might the 

perspectives of younger generations affect your giving strategies? A massive 

generational transfer of wealth is already under way in this country. As they 

engage with these assets, many progressive young people are asking fund amental 

questions about the history of philanthropy and the nature of philanthropic 

practice itself. Through donor networks like Resource Generation and Bolder 

Giving, they are supporting and challenging each other to ask “What is possible?” 

to explore new approaches to philanthropy, to consider philanthropy’s role in 

building a more just world, and to experiment with new approaches to decision-

making and donor engagement. 

Join three young people who are leaders of this next generation of philanthropy. 

Hear about their experiences (for better and worse!) and explore with them, and 

each other, questions about how we can learn from and challenge the history 

and standard practices of our collective philanthropic tradition. 

moDerator

meg	coward,	philanthropist; former board member, Resource Generation, 
Durham, NC and Boston, MA 

sPeakers

Jason	franklin,	executive director, Bolder Giving; trustee, The North Star Fund, 
New York, NY
Jessie	spector,	national organizer, Resource Generation; individual donor;  
New York, NY 

	investing	to	strengthen,	Diversify	and	sustain	our	fisheries,	farmers	
and	food	systems
Our nation’s fisheries and farms are critical components of food systems and 

value chains and face a wide range of integrated regulatory, financial and 

environmental challenges. This workshop session will: 1) share creative strategies 

for financing land- and water-based food system initiatives—from concept to 

scale, and 2) engage participants in exploring opportunities to invest in more 

holistic food system structures.

co-moDerators

ted	levinson,	senior lending manager, RSF Social Finance, San Francisco, CA 
mikki	sager,	vice president, The Conservation Fund, Chapel Hill, NC 

sPeakers

Julie	Davies	o’shea, executive director, Farmer’s Conservation Alliance,  
Hood River, OR 
hardy	Plyler, fisherman and member,  Ocracoke Working Watermen’s 
Association and Ocracoke Seafood Company, Ocracoke, NC
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	 3:45	–	4:00pm	 Break

	 4:00	–	6:30pm		 free	time	or....	Play!

Leave the laptop and smart phone behind! Join new friends and colleagues,  

get some exercise, and have a fun afternoon! Sign up for one of these great 

afternoon outings! 

Optional outings will leave from The Depot Lobby at 4 p.m.

caNoe	triP	(limited	to	10	people,	experienced	canoers	only)

For those who love being on the water, join SAFSF member Aimee Witteman  

for a trip down river. 

Bike	tour	(limited	to	15	people)

Join local artist and urban agriculture expert Seitu Jones for a beautiful ride 

along the Mississippi River. 

hoola-hooPiNG	oN	the	riverfroNt!	(limited	to	20	people)

Join SAFSF member Kathleen Fluegel (she of 10 hoop fame) and Jessica of 

Harmony Hoops at the edge of the Mississippi for hoops and more! 

	 6:30pm		 No-host	DiNe	arouNDs	

Designed as another way to ‘mix and match’ attendees, we encourage you to 

sign up for one of these optional no-host ‘dine arounds.’ Reservations for small 

groups of 6-10 will be made at area restaurants selected by our local colleagues 

for their great food and dedication to serving healthy, local food and supporting 

area producers. 

	 	 sPecial	DiNe-arouND	oPtioN:	(limiteD	to	32	PeoPle)

cooking	with	the	cooks	of	crocus	hill
We have arranged a hands-on cooking class at the 

Minneapolis location, where you will work together to  

cook your meal and then dine on the scrumptious results  

at Cooks of Crocus Hill, where it’s all about joy and 

connection! Founded in 1973 as the first gourmet cooking 

school in the region, Cooks of Crocus Hill has evolved 

in-step with the food movement and now boasts two locations, a CSA, and 

strong relationships with local, national and international chefs, as well as local 

farmers, artisan producers, and nonprofits—all of whom believe that “Life 

happens in the kitchen.” Plan on three hours—we’ll start with a drink and 

appetizers that will be ready when we arrive, then we’ll put on our aprons  

and get to work! 

Note:	Beginners welcome and encouraged! 

limited	to	32	people.		

Bus	leaves	at	6:15	pm,	meet	in	the	lobby.

cost:	$125.00	per	person	
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	7:00	–	8:00am		 Breakfast	availaBle	

	8:00	–	9:30am		 	PleNary:	immiGratioN,	humaN	riGhts,	aND	the	GloBal		

fooD	system
For grantmakers concerned about sustainable food systems, an understanding 

of the realities of the globalized food system is essential. In this plenary, we 

will attempt to provide an easy-to-understand overview of the complex globalized 

food system and the inherent role that migrant labor plays in that system.  

At the same time, we will be giving an on-the-ground human perspective of 

those who are working in this food system and the impacts global trade and 

immigration policies have on their lives and the lives of their community 

members, and the ways that communities are joining together in social 

movements to create real solutions to these structural problems.

moDerator

sara	mersha,	director of grantmaking and advocacy, Grassroots International, 
Boston, MA

sPeakers

Garat	ibrahim,	Minnesota organizer for the Midwest Immigrant Health Project, 
Center for New Community, Minneapolis, MN
carlos	marentes,	technical team, La Via Campesina, Northampton, MA
colin	raja, coordinator, International Migrant Rights Program, National Network 
for Immigrant and Refugee Rights, Oakland, CA

9:30	–	10:00am		 Break	

	 10:00am		 BoarD	Buses	for	site	visits

	 10:15am		 	Buses	DePart	hotel	for	site	visits	-	all	site	visits	iNcluDe	

luNch	eN	route

	10:15am	–	5:00pm	site	visits

tour	1
the	weDGe	tour	
leaD

kathleen	fluegel,	executive director, HRK Foundation, Minneapolis, MN

Cooperatives have a long and rich history, particularly in the Midwest, and have 

an important role to play in a sustainable food system. Kevin Edberg, executive 

director of cooperative	Development	services, will provide some big-picture 

framing about co-ops as we head south from the city. This tour will take us 

through a full cycle distribution chain—from the fields to the warehouse to the 

store. The highly unique aspect of this particular food chain is that all parts are 

owned by the same group, the	wedge	co-op. Lindy Bannister, general manager 

of The Wedge will be traveling with us and will provide some historical framing 

for the day’s visits. 

We’ll start at the roots: Gardens	of	eagan, a 100-acre, urban-edge vegetable 

farm was established in 1973, then bought by the Wedge Co-op in 2007. It not 

only provides certified organic produce to the Twin Cities and surrounding 

communities, it also serves as educational resource to consumers and farmers 

through the	organic	field	school. The farm’s crew are individuals in training to 

become independent organic farmers. They will join us for lunch, so you can get 

the inside scoop about the farm from many perspectives.
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From the farm we head to St. Paul to the Co-op Partners Warehouse (CPW),  

a certified organic distributor of organic produce, dairy, soy and juice servicing 

retail co-ops, natural food stores and restaurants in the Upper Midwest. CPW is a 

department of the Wedge Co-op and began as a service to the Wedge produce 

and perishables departments. It grew to serve other co-ops and businesses in  

six states and distinguishes itself from other distributors by its unique service 

relationship to area producers. 

Our final stop will be the the	wedge	co-op	store, a 

landmark of its South Minneapolis neighborhood since it 

started in 1974 on Franklin Avenue, in the basement of an 

apartment building by a group of neighbors who met to organize a cooperative 

store to provide themselves with whole and natural foods. The Wedge has 

grown to nearly 15,000 members from all over the Metro Area and beyond.

tour	2
cross	cultural	farmiNG
DREAM OF WILD HEALTH, MN FOOD ASSN

co-leaDs

andrea	Bretting,	program officer, Claneil Foundation, Plymouth Meeting, PA
michael	roberts,	president, First Nations Development Institute, Longmont, CO

Our first stop will take us to a 10-acre, organic farm just north of the Twin Cities, 

where the seeds of Native ancestors are planted, nurtured, and harvested just  

as they were hundreds of years earlier. At Dream	of	wild	health	farm, they 

preserve and grow heirloom seeds donated by Cora Baker, a Potawatomi elder 

and Keeper of the Seeds, who collected over 300 varieties. During our visit, 

Arapahoe artist and elder, Ernie Whiteman, will offer basic teachings from an 

indigenous perspective on seed keeping, our relationship to the land, and  

the circle of life. After a brief tour, we’ll literally get into the garden to help with 
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chores. Yes, time to roll up your shirtsleeves and get dirty! We will enjoy a 

delicious lunch made of traditional foods and fresh vegetables from the garden. 

After lunch, we will hear from staff and the Garden Warriors youth as they 

describe the farm’s educational programs.

A short distance away is Big	river	farms, a project of the minnesota	food	

association	(mfa), dedicated to growing farmers and growing food, where we 

will spend the rest of the afternoon. MFA operates an immigrant and minority 

farmer training program together with a CSA and wholesale distribution service. 

They work to equip farmers with the skills and knowledge to operate their own 

viable organic and sustainable vegetable farming enterprise, while providing 

fresh, organic produce to local consumers by the farmers-in-training and 

promoting a more sustainable food system. Glenn Hill, executive director, will 

provide an overview of MFA’s programming. Participants will have the chance  

to meet with several of the farmers-in-training and hear from them directly 

about their own experiences, aspirations and plans for the future.

tour	3
healthy	laNDscaPes,	healthy	commuNities
NORTHFIELD/CANNON FALLS	
co-leaDs

aimee	witteman,	environment program officer,  The McKnight Foundation, 
Minneapolis, MN 
kristine	salmi-snowdeal, executive support and special projects, Organic Valley/
Farmers Advocating For Organics

In rural communities across America, economic development and sustainable 

agriculture are essential components to community health. On this tour 

southeast of the Twin Cities, we will be making visits to farms in Northfield and 

Cannon Falls that are working to establish healthy communities through their 

decisions to remain on the land, to be environmental stewards, and to contribute 

to economic sustainability through “agripreneurial” approaches and innovative 

collaborations. Three different approaches, three different scales.

Across America, small-scale farms have given way to large-scale agriculture 

changing the fabric of economic and community life in many rural areas.  

Can a new generation of farmers change that trend? Our first stop will be at 

open	hands	farm, a 7-acre farm growing 270 varieties of vegetables, fruits, 

flowers and herbs. Owners Ben Doherty and Erin Johnson, will share with us  

why they—like many young people today—chose farming as a career and  

the opportunities and challenges they face as beginning farmers.

Traditional family farmers growing conventional crops and livestock 

are in a tough position—they see increased consolidation and 

industrialization of mega-farms grabbing more and more market 

share and at the same time often don’t feel welcomed into the good 

food movement. Yet these traditional family farmers manage millions 

of acres across the country with a huge potential for improving 

environmental conditions and the economic prosperity of their communities. 

We’ll visit Bisek	Brothers	farm who work closely with the land	stewardship	

Project, and are always balancing the needs of their family, protecting the  

land, and staying on the farm.

Wrapping up the tour will be a visit to Prink	farm. Todd Prink is a member of 

hillside	farmers	cooperative, an initiative of the rural	enterprise	center. The 

innovative model connects immigrants with the resources of established farmers 
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looking for ways to diversify their farms and support their community. You’ll 

meet Maria Sosa, one of the immigrant farmers growing black beans at Prink 

Farm. This stop provides a powerful example of community integration, 

economic development, and environmental stewardship.

tour	4
oNe	size	Does	Not	fit	all:	meat	ProDuctioN	
at	scale	-	small,	meDium,	aND	larGe
NORTHFIELD/CANNON FALLS 

leaD

virginia	clarke, coordinator, SAFSF 

Southeastern Minnesota is home to considerable numbers of meat producers 

including hogs, turkeys, cattle, and more. Just an hour or so south of the Twin 

Cities this area presents Forum attendees with an unusual opportunity to visit 

and learn from a full range and scale of operators. Our first stop will be eastgate	

farms,	inc., where we will meet with the farm’s owner/operator, tour the turkey 

barns and hear about a family operation that produces about 10M pounds of 

turkey per year.  We’ll also learn about Sustane Natural Fertilizer, which runs an 

EPA-permitted composting facility converting turkey litter from Eastgate and 

other local turkey operations into organic fertilizer sold internationally.

Our second stop will be the rural	enterprise	center	experimental	farm, 

located on a small family farm outside of Northfield, where we will enjoy a 

delicious catered lunch al fresco. The farm is a prototype for raising free-range 

poulty (mostly Cornish meat broilers) as the key product of an integrated, 

sustainable agricultural system. After lunch we’ll hear from the farm owner/  

program director  who will describe how their system connects with aspiring 

Latino farmers and competitive market opportunities. We’ll allow for time to 

wander around the farm and chicken coops and enjoy the June afternoon. 

From here we’ll travel to Cannon Falls to lorentz	meats processing facility. 

Lorentz offers a full suite of services, as well as a commitment to serve a small 

but growing contingency of local farmers looking to sell direct. The facility, 

built in 2000, is USDA inspected, certified organic, and permitted for export 

to the European Union.

Note:	long	pants	and	closed	toe	shoes	required	for	this	tour.

	 5:00pm	 Buses	returN	to	hotel

	 5:00	-	6:30pm	 free	time	
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6:30	-	9:00pm	 	 aN	eveNiNG	of	local	fooD	aND	local	Jazz	

Join us at The McKnight Foundation as we enjoy an evening of delicious  

local and regional fare while listening to the tom	cravens	Jazz	Quartet. 

walkiNG	DirectioNs	 

The McKnight Foundation is located at 710	south	2nd	st	on	the	4th	floor. 

Walk out the front door of the The Depot Hotel and turn right. Turn right at the 

corner onto South 2nd St and walk three blocks. The McKnight offices will be on 

your left. The door to enter is directly under a large mural on the wall that says 

“Mill City Museum”.
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	 7:00	–	8:30am		 Breakfast	availaBle	

	8:30	-	10:00am	 coNcurreNt	workshoPs

effective	food	systems	funding:	funding	sustainable	farming	projects	
that	create	positive	economic	and	health	outcomes	
Are you funding food systems projects that make a difference? When are you 

wasting money and time? This interactive and collaborative workshop will explore 

multi-objective research frameworks (interdisciplinary collaboration) and creative 

funding models to create strong sustainable farming projects that impact the local 

food system on many levels from nutritional gains for affected populations to local 

economic stimulation. Using the Western Lake Superior Food System Assessment 

as a case study, we will determine together what the crucial questions are, who 

and what our resources are, and how grants can spur innovation and leverage 

resources, know-how, and the energy from existing efforts. Come to get inspired 

and challenged and to share the lessons you’ve learned.

co-PreseNters

kristine	igo,	assistant	director, Healthy Food, Healthy Lives Institute, university 
of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 
David	abazs,	senior fellow, Endowed Chair in Agricultural Systems, MISA, 
College of Food, Agriculture and Natural Resource Sciences; owner, Round River 
Farm and Renewables, Finland, MN 

what	motivates	Behavior	change	in	farmers	&	consumers?
What makes us choose an organic or local product over a conventional one? 

What drives a farmer to switch to less-toxic pesticides? What turns a concerned 

citizen into an activist? Changing behavior is one of the keys to progress on 

most of the issues we work on as food and agriculture funders. It is compelling  

to think that information is the key; that once people understand the problem, 

they will change. That is nearly always wrong; our motivations for change are 

frequently irrational and subtle. In this session we’ll review a few examples of 

environmental campaigns that have and have not worked, and look at the 

behavioral aspects of each. We’ll gain insights into how we can align our social 

change efforts with the forces that motivate us as humans. We’ll also touch on 

the food industry refrain of “personal responsibility” as the key to healthy diets, 

in light of the behavioral science we’re discussing.

moDerator

Greg	horner, program officer, Cedar Tree Foundation, Boston, MA 

sPeakers

Jason	Duvall,	lectuer, program in the environment, university of Michigan,  
Ann Arbor, MI
wendy	Gordon,	communications consultant, Natural Resources Defense Council, 
New York, NY

the	Battle	for	the	future	of	agriculture	in	the	Global	south	and	
implications	for	us
Food crises will continue to wreak havoc worldwide until the root causes of 

hunger are addressed. This workshop will focus on how farmers’ movements 

around the world are spreading successful agroecological practices and 

defending food sovereignty—the right of people to determine their own food 

systems. Discussion will also explore how official aid and development policies 

are sidelining effective grassroots approaches by aggressively pushing “free” 

trade and a GMO-led “Green Revolution” in Africa and elsewhere. These strategies 
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will likely impoverish smallholders and lead to more rather than less hunger. 

Millions of lives hinge on the outcome of this battle for the future of agriculture.

Movement building in the U.S., is essential to build political pressure to curb the 

ongoing food crisis. The concept of food sovereignty is taking root among U.S., 

food justice activists as they work to transform the practices, policies and 

institutions of our food system. Speakers will share some of their own challenges 

and successes of movement building and highlight growing efforts to build 

alliances through linking grassroots organizing to policy advocacy and local-global 

struggles. By addressing root causes and building alliances, we can avoid future 

global food crises and build just, sustainable local food economies in the U.S. 

moDerator

sara	mersha,	director of grantmaking and advocacy, Grassroots International,
Boston, MA

sPeakers

eric	holt-Gimenez,	executive director, Food First, Oakland, CA 
christina	schiavoni,	program director, Global Movements, WhyHunger,  
New York, NY

creative	financing	and	alternatives	for	a	New	agriculture	
This session focuses on challenges in farm financing, access and opportunity. 

Speakers bring stories from around the country highlighting how current 

programs and policies fail to serve farms at the core of the Good Food 

Movement. Collaborate, learn and brainstorm how funders can offer resources 

and leadership in developing new alternatives that serve a diversity of farms.

Participants will better understand:

•  How farm credit serves as the backbone of all food systems

•  How public and private financing fail to support most farmers, particularly 

minority, small- to mid-scale, value-added and organic farmers

•  The role of the “farmer advocate” in helping farmers access credit

•  Lessons from working with USDA and agricultural extension programs

•  Innovations in local and sustainable agriculture, coops and farmer 

apprenticeships

In-depth discussion will cover the following:

•  What are limitations to public and private credit? Where should 

philanthropic/alternative financing fill in the gaps?

•  How can funders support a diverse food system rooted in strong  

farmer livelihoods?

•  How can funders support the recruitment and networking of farmer advocates?

•  Policy reforms and opportunities in the next Farm Bill

•  Potential collaborators for the SAFSF community

moDerators:

	alicia	harvie,	program manager, Farm Aid, Somerville, MA
	chad	Jones,	member, Resource Generation, Denver, CO

sPeakers

scott	marlow,	director, Farm Sustainability Program, Rural Advancement 
Foundation International (RAFI-uSA), Pittsboro, NC 
stephen	carpenter,	senior staff attorney, Farmers’ Legal Action Group, Inc.,  
St. Paul, MN 
tahz	walker,	land steward/farm manager, Stone Circle at The Stone House, 
Mebane, NC
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	10:00	-	10:15am Break	-	check	out	of	hotel

	10:15	-	11:45am  closiNG	PleNary:	aGriBusiNesses,	eNviroNmeNtal	

sustaiNaBility,	aND	social	Justice:	aN	oxymoroN	or		

a	silver	Bullet?
Minnesota and the Upper Midwest are home to several of the largest 

agribusinesses and food retailers in the world, including Cargill, Inc., General Mills, 

and The Mosaic Company. This plenary will offer attendees an opportunity to 

learn about the history and business models of these companies and how they 

are integrating issues of environmental sustainability and social justice into their 

planning and practices. 

moDerator

Jon	foley,	director, Institute on the Environment at university of Minnesota,  
St. Paul, MN

PaNelists

chris	lambe,	director social responsibility, The Mosaic Company, Minneapolis, MN
Jerry	lynch,	vice president, chief sustainability officer, General Mills,  
Minneapolis, MN
laraye	osborne,	vice president of Environment, Health, and Safety, Cargill, 
Incorporated, Minneapolis, MN 

	 11:45am		 wraP	uP	aND	closiNG	

	 12:00	NooN		 DePartures		
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tuesDay,	JuNe	21,	2011

	 7:00	–	8:30am	 Breakfast	availaBle

	 8:30	–	11:30am	 Pre-forum	workshoPs	

	 11:30	-	1:30pm	 	oPeNiNG	luNch—PleNary:	learNiNG	from	the	Place—	
locatiNG	ourselves	iN	the	uPPer	miDwest

	 1:45pm	 Buses	BoarDiNG	for	site	visits	

	 2:00	–	5:00pm		 	site	visits	(see	pages	4-5	for	descriptions)	

	 5:30pm		 Buses	loaD	aND	DePart	for	DiNNer	cruise	

	 6:00	-	9:00pm 	 summer	solstice	DiNNer	cruise	oN	the	mississiPPi	river	

weDNesDay,	JuNe	22,	2011

	 7:00	–	8:30am	 Breakfast	availaBle

	 8:00	–	9:00am	 Policy	BriefiNG

	 9:00	–	10:30am	 	PleNary:	aGriculture	aND	water	–	imPlicatioNs	for	Growth		
aND	resilieNce

	10:30	–	10:45am	 Break

	 10:45	–	12:00pm		 PleNary:	BroaDeNiNG	liNk	BetweeN	aGriculture	aND	health

	 12:15	–	1:30pm		 luNch

	 1:30	–	1:45pm		 safsf	BusiNess	meetiNG

	 2:15	–	3:45pm		 coNcurreNt	workshoPs	(see	pages	7-8	for	descriptions)

	 4:00	–	6:30pm		 free	time	or	Play!	(optional	outings	meet	in	the	lobby)

	 6:30pm		 No-host	DiNe	arouNDs

thursDay,	JuNe	23,	2011

	 7:00	–	8:00am	 Breakfast	availaBle

	 8:00	–	9:30am		 PleNary:	immiGratioN,	humaN	riGhts,	aND	the	GloBal	fooD	system

	 10:00am	 BoarD	Buses	for	site	visits

	10:15	am	–	5:00pm		site	visits,	luNch	iNcluDeD	(see	pages	10-13	for	descriptions)

	 5:00	–	6:30pm		 free	time

	 6:30	–	9:00pm		 local	fooD	aND	Jazz	recePtioN	–	the	mckNiGht	fouNDatioN

friDay,	JuNe	24,	2011

	 7:00	–	8:30am	 Breakfast	availaBle

	 8:30	–	10:00am	 coNcurreNt	workshoPs	(see	pages	15-16	for	descriptions)

	 10:00	–	10:15am	 Break	–	check	out	of	hotel

	 10:15	–	11:45am	 	closiNG	PleNary:	aGriBusiNess,	eNviroNmeNtal	sustaiNaBility		
aND	social	Justice:	aN	oxymoroN	or	a	silver	Bullet?
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